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Abstract

Summary: In the last few years, desorption electrospray ionization mass spectrometry imaging (DESI-MSI) has been
increasingly used for simultaneous detection of thousands of metabolites and lipids from human tissues and bio-
fluids. To successfully find the most significant differences between two sets of DESI-MSI data (e.g., healthy vs dis-
ease) requires the application of accurate computational and statistical methods that can pre-process the data under
various normalization settings and help identify these changes among thousands of detected metabolites. Here,
we report MassExplorer, a novel computational tool, to help pre-process DESI-MSI data, visualize raw data, build
predictive models using the statistical lasso approach to select for a sparse set of significant molecular changes, and
interpret selected metabolites. This tool, which is available for both online and offline use, is flexible for both chem-
ists and biologists and statisticians as it helps in visualizing structure of DESI-MSI data and in analyzing the statistic-
ally significant metabolites that are differentially expressed across both sample types. Based on the modules in
MassExplorer, we expect it to be immediately useful for various biological and chemical applications in mass
spectrometry.

Availability and implementation: MassExplorer is available as an online R-Shiny application or Mac OS X compat-
ible standalone application. The application, sample performance, source code and corresponding guide can be
found at: https://zarelab.com/research/massexplorer-a-tool-to-help-guide-analysis-of-mass-spectrometry-samples/.

Contact: vishnus1@cs.stanford.edu

Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

1 Introduction

Desorption electrospray ionization mass spectrometry imaging (DESI-
MSI) is increasingly used for simultaneous, rapid characterization of
hundreds to thousands of lipids and metabolites from tissues and
biofluids (Vijayalakshmi et al., 2020). DESI-MSI yields a chemical map
by scanning the sample surface in the x and y directions using a spray
of charged microdroplets. Each pixel (150–200lm) provides a chem-
ical fingerprint. DESI-MSI operates under ambient conditions and
requires minimal sample preparation (Wu et al., 2013). Its applications
range from understanding the effect of new drug treatments on rare dis-
eases (Wert et al., 2020) to identifying positive margins for surgical ex-
cision of tumors (Vijayalakshmi et al., 2020). While successful
application of DESI-MSI presents new possibilities for rapid chemical
tissue analysis, one limiting challenge has been identifying the most im-
portant molecular changes among the many detected metabolites.

MassExplorer is a computational tool that has been optimized for
identifying molecular differences between two groups of DESI-MSI
data (e.g., healthy versus diseased). Our tool accelerates pre-processing
of raw DESI-MSI data under various normalization settings, builds
predictive statistical machine learning lasso models to identify the most
important molecular differences, and helps interpret selected differen-
ces. To identify the important changes, supervised machine learning
classification approaches have been increasingly employed, where
models use the metabolite abundances in a mass spectra to predict the
outcome of interest. Although a variety of classification approaches
have been used to identify metabolic changes, including linear models
(Song et al., 2020), support vector machines (Zhang and Liu, 2018)
and random forests (Zhang and Liu, 2018), our tool uses the lasso, due
to its empirical performance in many DESI-MSI applications, robust-
ness to overfitting, selection of a sparse set of metabolites, and simple
interpretability in understanding the selected metabolites’ contribution
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to the model predictions. Figure 1 presents a summary of the applica-
tion modules and possible workflow.

2 Tool features

The “Input Module” accepts multiple raw mass spectrometry data
files in comma-separated values (CSV) format in either “normal” or
“imaging” mode, where “imaging” looks for mass spectra corre-
sponding to a unique patient, x, y coordinate and scan identifier
(Fig. 1). The input module includes various settings for processing
the data, such as an internal standard peak to normalize the molecu-
lar abundances, tolerance to account for how much can the same
peak vary between samples, and a threshold that can be used to ex-
clude metabolites detected in only few samples.

The “Pairwise Comparison” module allows the user to select
and visualize any individual mass spectra from both groups. This
module’s interactivity enables zooming into each spectrum, focusing
the comparison between groups to a particular m/z region, and look-
ing for specified chemical fragments in a searchable and sortable
data table.

The “Get Training Matrix” module builds a matrix under the
selected normalization settings, where the rows correspond to a
unique patient, x, y, scan identifier and columns to all detected
metabolites. This module gathers all the detected m/z fragments, dis-
cretizes the range by hierarchical clustering and cuts the resulting
dendogram at the tolerance specified in the “Input” Module. The
training matrix, which can be downloaded as a CSV, also includes a
column for the “Disease State,” indicating to which group each ob-
servation belongs.

The "Find Specific Differences," based on the samr (Tibshirani
et al., 2015) package in Bioconductor, finds statistically significant
molecular differences using significance analysis of microarrays
(SAM) (Tusher et al., 2001), which calculates a modified t-statistic
(i.e., q-statistic) for each metabolite from the assembled training ma-
trix. As SAM accounts for the false discovery rate using permutation

tests, it can accurately identify true underlying molecular differences
that reflect biochemical signals.

The “Build Model” module uses the glmnet (Friedman et al.,
2010) package in R to construct a binary logistic classifier, based on
the lasso (Tibshirani, 1996) to help identify the most important dif-
ferences. This approach constructs a simple, interpretable predictive
model that only uses a small subset of detected metabolites. The tool
can perform cross-validation, either 10-fold or leave one patient out
for larger datasets. This module produces the cross-validation
results, selected lasso coefficients and model performance metrics,
including sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy.

The “Visualize Peak Variability” module allows the user to type
any m/z of interest and produces a boxplot comparing the relative
intensity pattern across both groups. This module produces a crude
spatial map for each group, based on the maximum peak intensity
at each x, y coordinate. Taken together, these plots can visualize
how substantial are the selected molecular differences between the
groups and what does the inherent variability within each group
look like.

We believe this publicly available tool enables rapid process-
ing and analysis of DESI-MSI data in a self-contained manner,
where a user can visualize, model and interpret the data in real
time. While there have been several tools for visualization and
analysis of mass spectrometry data (many reviewed in
Weiskirchen et al., 2019), our tool is the first that is specific to
DESI-MSI technology users, which can assist in both visualizing
and pre-processing raw data for building predictive models. Both
MassExplorer and other mass spectrometry computational tools
enable comparison of individual mass spectra and visualization of
the spatial distribution of any particular m/z peak of interest.
While MassExplorer does not have capabilities for peak identifi-
cation, our self-contained tool uniquely enables users to work
with high dimensional mass spectrometry datasets by building
and interpreting predictive models. We recommend the use of
MassExplorer for helping to focus on key signals among thou-
sands of detected metabolites.

Fig. 1. Summary of MassExplorer workflow: (a) input two groups of raw mass spectrometry or DESI-MSI data; (b) pairwise comparison of individual spectra; (c) process raw

mass spectrometry data to build training matrix with rows corresponding to a unique mass spectra identifier and columns to all detected metabolites; (d) identification of statis-

tically significant molecular differences using significance analysis of microarrays (SAM); (e) lasso model selection through cross-validation; and (f) interpretation of selected

model peaks
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